"But the fact is that in one's work, one has only two choices-either reproducing existing forms or creating new ones." -Monique Wittig

Introduction
Narratives inundate our lives; they are an integral part of the human experience. In our increasingly media-saturated environment-rich with racial, economic and social tensions-it's crucial to understand how beliefs and behaviors are influenced by public storytelling. Through repeated exposure, narratives subtly train audiences to understand the world through heuristics. These mental shortcuts serve as useful tools for navigating the worlds we occupy. As these narratives become more heavily used navigational landmarks, they fade into the background of our mental landscape, often overlooked. Considering the power of stories to shape our understanding of others and the world we live in, the strategic use of narratives deserves attention.
Though narratives are often associated with literature, storytelling permeates every aspect of human communication, as researchers and theorists have well established (Fisher; Carr; Gotschall) . Narratives help the storyteller understand their own experiences, whether the story is constructed for an audience or internally. As a person constructs and consumes narratives, they are continuously influenced by them and in turn influence others. This occurs on an individual and societal level as "the apparently meaningless stuff of the past is revealed in the present as events that will come significantly together in the future to form a whole plot. The future, in other words, makes the past, just as the past leads to the future" (Puckett 63; emphasis in original) . Interpretations of the past alter understanding, and thus action, in the present; laws and beliefs are wrapped in the understanding of what came before.
Narrative theory rejects the notion of an unbiased, categorically true narrative construction of history. This thesis, likewise, challenges a singular history by analyzing various narrative constructions of Vanport, Oregon to illustrate how its story has been composed and circulated in public discourse, both historically and in the present. Informed by scholarship on narrative theory and oral history, my thesis explores dominant representations and community (re)representations of Vanport to assess how storytelling choices influence audience interpretation and shape public discourse. I work to show how dominant narratives can valorize the powerful and neglect or erase personal experiences (without malice or intention to deceive), as well as how communities can work to challenge those problematic characterizations. Ultimately, I argue for the value of oral history as a methodological tool for complicating dominant narratives.
Vanport, OR as Case Study
Vanport, OR and the experience of its residents provides a unique opportunity to examine the creation of public discourse around a community in tandem with previously constructed narratives. Vanport was the largest public housing project in the United States at the time it was established in 1942 and the second largest city in Oregon when it was flooded in 1948. At its peak, Vanport was home to roughly 42,000 people and consisted of nearly 10,000 homes. After the flooding, residents were displaced, a large number of them finding refuge in the Albina neighborhood of Portland, Oregon.
The Ripples of Vanport demonstrates how a local activist group is attempting to revise the public's perception of this community. This thesis evaluates how these narratives are constructed and the complexities inherently present within those constructions.
Evaluating representations of a community informs us of the possible understandings generated around the stories we tell. In this way, the work of this thesis can benefit both academic and popular audiences.
Literature Review
Rhetorical Theories of Narrative
Narratives exist throughout the world, necessitated by the nature of time and reality (Carr) . Narrative studies have defined the concept of narrative as "a theory of symbolic -actions-words and/or deeds-that have sequence and meaning for those who live, create, and interpret them" (Fisher 2) . A storyteller must choose what elements to include or exclude. The partial representations create a narrative based on the story's focus. Using Aristotle's treatment of tragedy as the critical first step, Kent Puckett reports on this dichotomy of storytelling known as story and discourse (Puckett 25 ). This fragmentation is born out of "a conflict over discursive arrangements of the same events" (Puckett 19) . Again, every storyteller constructs a unique arrangement.
Story is understood to be the event as it actually occurred. When details are left out of a person's telling, they still exist within the realm of story. Regardless of how a narrative is represented, the events themselves do not change. This stems in part from the inability of humans to fully document chronological history and experiences, a point posited by Mink and White, and how part of what is(n't) included is dictated by what it is the creator was able to observe and absorb (Carr) .
Carr agrees with Mink and White that, because of our limited perceptions, meaning is altered when filtered through a human interpreter (15). This filtration leads to the creation of discourse.
Discourse can be understood as the manner in which a story is composed.
Compositional decisions are recognizable when certain aspects are left out of the told story, either to enhance the flow of the plot or to elicit a specific emotional response from the audience. Compositional decisions can be seen as we inform others about our lives. What a writer decides to tell or to leave out indicates how they understand themselves, the implied author, and their imagined audience (Carr; Beard; Herman) . That being said, narrative creation may not always be intentional. This emplotment , narrative shape or discourse, is the organizational structure chosen by the narrator(s) to convey meaning (Herman; Phelan & Rabinowitz) .
As discourse changes so does an event's perceived meaning for an audience.
As Beard puts it, "the creator or narrator can never be separated from their own values, theories, ideologies, and socio-cultural or historical contexts-from this perspective oral history, like all histories, can be identified as a narrativized historical discourse" (533). Because of this, Jenkins argues there is no categorically true version of history; instead, each recitation is an interpretation from a specific perspective that should be used in tandem with other varied perspectives (Beard) .
The story told is a filtered version of reality that occurs when attempting to understand the past.
It's important to consider the tailoring of a narrative that occurs when it is being communicated. Certain pieces of the story may be left out or emphasized and particular performative strategies may be employed-the use of quickened speech, raised voices, etc.-to increase the likelihood that the audience will be swept away by the narrative and become empathetic (Beard; Gotschall; Mildorf) .
Because it is possible to intentionally employ these techniques, audience members should consider oral histories critically (Mildorf) .
Less explicitly, recent case studies shift the importance of a participant's account from its factuality by looking more intensively at how their participants employ "critical reflection" and how they develop patterns for how they communicate their experiences (Hickson and Drisko) . These discoveries reveal information about the participants while they are recounting their experiences (Haynes) . Instead of depicting the events as they occurred, the communication of narrative accounts reflects how the informant thinks and interprets the available information.
Postmodernists argue for the contextualization of narratives, and oral histories specifically, because stories acquire meaning within a historical landscape (Beard; Schutz) . This historical landscape is dictated by an individual's experiences and society's dominant narratives. When individuals attempt to understand the past, whether consciously or otherwise, events are not approached from a chronological, objective, comprehensive perspective. Instead, the past becomes a pooled resource from which a person can draw to confirm ideas about the present.
This process mirrors the concept of discourse as a person selectively constructs an internal story and explanation out of the information available to them. As Bruner explains, a person's "life becomes dedicated to the theory or story into which
[their] destiny is fitted" (70). In other words, a person's present understanding of the world frames their interpretation of the past. Due to the myriad perspectives and endless differences between them, a narrative construction needs to be contextualized, its perspective elucidated as clearly as possible, to give the reader an opportunity to interact with it critically.
Narrative as Communication
Though the term narrative has strong associations with fictive creations (novels, plays, movies and the like) it permeates communication of all kinds, in all contexts. The connection to fiction is understandable because, as theorists such as Mink and White posit, narratives are an artificial construct imposed upon events when filtered through the human experience (Carr) . Fisher posits that the narrative perspective employs a "dialectical synthesis of two traditional strands in the history of rhetoric: the argumentative, persuasive theme and the literary, aesthetic theme"
(2). The ability that narratives have to interact with the audience on both an "argumentative" and "aesthetic" level allows them to target a more varied audience and to increase the likelihood of producing a lasting impact. The narrative paradigm, thus, empowers narrators.
Dominant narratives influence public opinion and memory through the dissemination of particular narratives (Yow; Scheufeleand and Tewksbury) . Dominant narratives are created by popular news outlets, public texts, and other widely disseminated media. Frisch created a theory of "composure" to explain how the dominant narrative and language influence the public's understanding of specific events throughout history (Beard) . In turn, these understandings then influence how individuals remember events as they are filtered through what becomes cultural focal points and the language accessible to these individuals.
Some theorists, such as Hayne, see dominant and alternative narratives from a combative perspective, directly fighting with, not adding to one another; however, that belief appears to have shifted with the adoption of a postmodernist perspective (Beard) .
Oral History
The development of oral histories as a research methodology guides a significant portion of this thesis. Oral histories are both a product of a particular type of research, the interviews generated, and a theoretical framework for that research process. Oral history as a methodological tool has multiple applications in "various historical approaches such as social, economic, political, cultural, labour and feminist history" (Beard 530) . The varied applications of oral history gathering research projects lead to the need to contextualize alternative histories and to constantly reflect on the co-authorship inherent in the methodology.
A postmodernist approach to history combats the idea of there being a conventional/alternative history. In post-X, a term employed by Beard, history, either all histories or no histories are dominant as our understanding of the past is an intersectional one (Beard) . I will be using a postmodernist, intersectional approach to understand texts addressed within this thesis. In doing so, I
acknowledge the multiplicity present within the identities of the participants and artifacts mentioned. I do so by focusing on the complex ways in which the narratives around the lives of those in Vanport are constructed instead of employing a single lens in my analysis.
Oral history gathering is an active creation on two simultaneous levels (Beard) . First, the informant shares a specific story that they believe is pertinent to the research. Second, the researcher reconstructs that story while reporting the information gathered in these testimonies. In my own work, I construct a third narrative, which steps further back from the original narrative of the interviewees
and creates yet another story from the ones provided by participants and researchers before me.
Originally, oral history needed to make a stand close to empirical forms of data collection, referencing the information gained from participants as factual data (Beard) . This was largely due to the need to establish the methodology as a legitimate form of research. Within an academic paradigm that, predominantly, now recognizes the value of conducting oral histories, it is less important to continuously refer to the oral histories in this way (Haynes 225) . The shift into more widely accepted legitimacy has allowed researchers to approach the data they collect with open skepticism. This transition is seen in considerations of trauma narratives and the need to maintain a level of emotional distance and to not read testimonies as having a one-to-one relationship with truth.
Oral histories require more care when revolving around highly traumatic and politicized fields of study (Jessee) . A researcher's ability to take notes or create follow up questions deteriorates as they listen to more gruesome stories and are consumed by the informant's narrative (Jessee) . Oral historians continuously exposed to critical rhetoric confronting dominant narratives may have their own perspectives influenced as they fall victim to focalization (Jessee; Herman). 
Valorization of Kaiser
Initially, Maben approaches the narrative around Henry J. Kaiser positively.
The text notes the "meteoric" speed of construction while circumventing traditional state funding (1). The text lauds the design and planning as "barren grounds [gave] way to beauty at Vanport" and the "muddy miracle" the city would become (15, 18, 13). Maben additionally praises Kaiser's intention to accommodate as many residents as possible while using the fewest materials, highlighting Kaiser's focus on financial logistics (8). Kaiser is credited with insisting on establishing Vanport Hospital, "a first class facility", and a fire station dedicated to Vanport (9).
Maben does include the HAP's denouncement of Kaiser, citing the inefficient use of funds, but quickly reverts to an appreciative tone when discussing Kaiser's "'super-project'"(10, 11).
Opening the text with such praise creates a positive narrative around Kaiser.
The reader is primed to be impressed despite later acknowledgments pointing 
Reductive Coverage of Residents
In the beginning, this representation appears focused on the experience of residents and encourages the reader to empathize with them by including personal stories, such as one resident who closed down their business in New York and moved to pursue the prosperity promised in the shipyards (2). These residents looked at the new city with gratitude because, the conditions notwithstanding, "at least they were living in homes again" (18 As the text progresses, Maben's account constructs a narrative that paints the residents of Vanport as ungrateful, disagreeable and distasteful. Maben develops the character arch of Vanport residents by labeling them later as ungrateful as they " finally realized the ride they had been on and hated to see it stop" (66, emphasis added). Those who remained in Vanport are implicitly labeled as incompetent as the "better parents were already looking for someplace else to live" while those who remained "simply turned [their children] loose in the streets" or "walked to enjoy the undesirable atmosphere of Jantzen Beach" (82, 83). The inclusion of this intense value judgment is crucial because individual narratives establish their own ethical standards in order to guide their audiences to particular ethical judgments (Phelan and Rabinowitz) . Maben subtly labels the survivors and encourages the reader to see the residents as incapable parents and undesirable themselves .
The issue of Vanport residents' race is depicted as being fraught with difficulty. Maben points to the "troublesome negro worker problem" present after the "importation of blacks" (3). The invoked language blatantly others the African American residents in Vanport. Additionally, the "importation" of "Negroes" draws a parallel between the African American residents and exotic animals (3, 54).
African Americans make their first appearance as acting agents when Maben states families; the residents were not allowed to adjust thermostats; the food was more expensive yet lower quality; grocery suppliers took care of their Portland clients before Vanport residents; the solution to an ever-present fear of fires was to "to trust in the lord"; there was an average of 900 and 1,500 calls to complain about bed bug and cockroach infestations (22, 25, 28, 29, 30, 31 ). The extremely busy, noisy and constantly active quality of the city resulted in "psychic" problems (22).
"Administrators and tenants alike agreed that Vanport was not a good place to live"
and they "did not particularly enjoy life at Vanport" because it was a "distressing experience" (25, 31). because of dialectical sleep schedules and that "Vanport's residents did not do much to maintain or improve the looks of the project" (31). The images make it difficult to consider the living condition as anything but peaceful and contradict the meaning Maben's writing attempts to construct (26, 27) . This contradiction appears to weaken Maben's ethos as the formal construction of the text forces the reader to decide which history to believe, the one presented in the language of the text or in the photographs taken of Vanport.
Inconsistency about Community
Another contradiction arises in Maben's depiction of community life in Vanport. Throughout the text, Maben makes pointed claims about the "limited community participation" in Vanport (46). He repeatedly depicts the residents as making a "half-hearted attempt" at creating a sense of community in Vanport, glossing over repeated resistance from the FPHA and the HAP (58). Eventually, he states "necessity and conflict", a "school crises" and poorly provided services from the HAP conjured the "first real outpouring of civic spirit" that was "so long absent" (73, 69, 71, 60) . Students, not present in photographs like their suited rivals, were "out to wreak vengeance" (72). Maben notes how "community participation had finally arrived" (73, emphasis added). These direct authoritative statements about the lack of community in Vanport establish the reader's understanding but are then contradicted by the content of the text.
Maben provides numerous examples of Vanport residents as being interested in community activities. They joined citizen committees such as the Vanport City Council or Vanport Recreation Association; their plans for adult recreational facilities were repeatedly rejected as "noisy and a nuisance" -considerations for programs and infrastructure were solely for the youth of Vanport; local businesses rallied behind the newspaper owner, paying for more advertising to maintain a locally funded publication; numerous instances of the community revolved around education as well (44, 46, 48, 82) .
A student newspaper, later referred to as "amateur" and "juvenile", was formed to heighten community engagement, but the HAP worked against its establishment because it "did not like the paper's independent stance" (48, 47). The 
Valorization of Kaiser
Podany's historical account spends a considerable amount of time praising
Kaiser. She presents a respectable, powerful, suit wearing Kaiser to the reader (12).
She writes to highlight how his "innovations revolutionized" and "advanced the shipbuilding industry by leap years"; "he did what he knew best-he took the matter into his own hands" to build a city that was a "dream come true", a "city of firsts", a "'miracle'" city (21, 29, 8, 13, 41 summer session, and [an] extended-day care program", the speed in which it was built, the number of jobs created, the employment of women and extended childcare programs (41, 7, 63, 29) .
The focus on the speed of construction and lengthy lists of accomplishments in Podany's representation crafts a narrative around Kaiser of a successful
philanthropist. She appears to largely ignore how these achievements came into being out of necessity as opposed to choice and, similarly, ignores the shortcomings of Kaiser's work (20, 19, 20, 54, 30 
Avoidance of Living Conditions
The reported living conditions in Vanport contradict the narrative constructed by Podany around Kaiser's success but do not strongly influence the reader's understanding of Vanport's story. Despite praising Kaiser's construction at the beginning of the text Podany later describes the houses as "crackerjack boxes"
and "uncomfortable" places prone to electrical fires, where it was "nearly impossible to rest" because of the incessant noise levels (44, 57, 55, 51). Domestic problems, like the fires, are initially framed as being the residents' fault but later Podany briefly alludes to the subpar planning during construction, central heating was inadequate for heating all the apartments, electrical fuses were blown and stoves broken while attempting to use them to heat the units (70, 71, 72).
Recognition of these infrastructural shortcomings are few and far between, the likelihood that it will be remembered by a casual reader, the imagined audience of the text, is extremely unlikely. The rhetorical move of putting this information later in the text establishes a negative understanding of Vanport residents early on that diminishes the chance of a sympathetic reading.
Additionally, by including these negative aspects regarding housing in such minimal amounts the discourse of Podany's representation subtly elevates the successes of Kaiser and diminishes the importance of the residential experience due to its chosen focalization point.
Reductive Coverage of Residents
From the onset of the text, Podany constructs a relationship between the indebted and the debtor. The third word in the introduction reports how the city "owes" its existence to Kaiser (7). The residents and city alike are put into the red, a negative within their own experience. considering the text's limited attention to This introduction to non-white residents immediately associates the communities of color with the crime discussed in the text. This is enhanced as nearly all of the people pictured are white, featured smiling, wearing suits or going about normal, everyday life while only a handful of images includes people of color (22, 65, 67, 84, 91) . The photo featuring the most people of color is one that was staged to raise money for school activities (91). In one photo, three Native American individuals stand in front of a ship, the image is captioned as "One of Swan Island's most colorful ceremonies" (26).
I bring special attention to the representation of people of color because of how infrequently they are mentioned. With minimal instances of visibility in the text, every occurrence of people of color carries more weight; this is especially true with the included images. The language paired to these images draws attention to the pigmentation of the skin of those pictured and successfully others them. In this way, the communities of color within Podany's story of Vanport are marginalized.
People of color are turned into a spectacle as their mere presence becomes something to gawk at.
Critique of Community
Throughout the text, Podany continuously crafts a narrative about Vanport residents that highlights their lack of community and connection. The text references "reports of tension and discontent among the residents" who were "not very community-minded", "reluctant" and "not eager to volunteer or participate" (55, 80, 79) . Podany adds authority to her assessment by including how the lack "was a surprise to the [HAP]" (60).
After constructing a narrative of an uninterested community, Podany rushes past external factors such as the odd and extended working hours made necessary by the war, how "living conditions were not optimal to really build a sense of community", how the HAP worked to limit the type of community-focused social activities available to adults such as bowling alleys or how parents and other adults came together to offer a variety of after-school activities such as band, hiking, boy scouts and a student run newspaper (57, 79, 80, 64, 83) . Each of these instances is briefly mentioned and then disappears into the text. The role the residents played and their connection to one another is repeatedly ignored. Not attributing heroic acts to the residents, or even suggesting it as a possibility, contributes to the narrative of a city lacking community, unable to connect and care for one another. This depiction is contradicted when Podany posits how so many residents wanted to assist responders that they were considered a hindrance to the emergency crews (110). As within the rest of the text, an understanding is created early on to frame the audience's reading that is later undercut. Despite this later contradiction, much of the text has already been consumed with the initial representation in mind and the brief inclusion allows Podany to feign objectivity without significantly altering the perception of her readers.
* * * Similar to the rest of the text, Podany shifts between two differing depictions where she 1) creates an image for the reader, the one that dominates the text, and then 2) momentarily walks back the same assertions before returning to bolster the initial one. Although being featured prominently within the body of this thesis, the information surrounding community is given minimal attention and hidden between direct assertions that support the initial narrative construction. This results in creating an artificial duality and complexity while maintaining a clear position.
Analysis of Community Narrative: Vanport Mosaic
In this study, Vanport Mosaic provides a non-dominant perspective to the Mosaic. Ultimately, the researcher is the one putting together the text for publication. Every effort should be made to represent the participants as they intended to present themselves.
The analysis of Vanport Mosaic's representation illustrated how it is possible to elicit a specific response from an audience when attempting to create a particular narrative around a community. Nietzsche's work argued that "behind every officially sanctioned historical point of origin, there is always another hidden or disavowed beginning, another story or stories suppressed in the name of an official social or political interest" (Puckett 94 ). This can be seen in the agendas of an organization. Although Vanport Mosaic is one that strives to share the voices of the unheard and to strengthen communities, it is still possible that during the process of creating these videos, Vanport Mosaic was pushing their own agenda more than that of the participants. This means that the editing choices may have misrepresented the participants while still feeling informative by prompting the survivors to discuss what Vanport Mosaic thought was the heart of their story.
Vanport Mosaic should not, however, be demonized. Oral historians continuously exposed to critical rhetoric confronting dominant narratives may have their own perspectives influenced as they fall victim to focalization (Jessee; Herman) . The intense weight of hearing stories that cause the participants themselves to become distraught makes a significant impact on the researcher and activist. This intensity would explain the organizations focus on the flood as it is an extremely emotionally charged event.
Stories with intense plotlines control our focus. Gottschall discusses how the human mind is attracted to stories of drama and horror. Because of this, the use and constant sharing of the stories serve as a critical rhetorical move that is more likely to have a lasting impact on an audience. It is possible that this influenced the manner in which oral histories were produced. As researchers and story gatherers, it is important to be mindful of the power dynamics present between communities and the researcher as participants may fall back on the perceived authority the researcher has, even over their own stories. Additionally, participants may alter accounts, even subconsciously, to coincide with perceived researcher expectations.
If Vanport Mosaic was asking pointed questions about the flood and using it as the main topic of discussion, participants would likely have reoriented their story around that event.
Despite the skepticism shared above, oral histories may be most useful when considering communities that are systematically left out of traditional archives, such as newspapers, academic databases and historical texts (Haynes) . There has Such choices, in this and other cases, would enable researchers to craft more expansive, nuanced understandings of these narratives.
Importantly, more research needs to be conducted on how communities are impacted after their story has been told. Many accounts stop, as did Maben and Podany, with the end of the event and don't trace how the lives of the communities were impacted afterwords.
To truly understand what happens in our world we need to follow the repercussions and not choose to stop with the observation of the event itself. This study asks the reader to consider the implications of narratives when formed around a community. In this case, the community traveled from all across the country, giving up financial security, in the hopes of finding fortune and better lives. After the flood, the residents were displaced, losing their homes, belongings, and sources of income. This financially unstable population was then forced to move to wherever they could afford or find a place to live, many of those people moving into the Albina neighborhood in Portland and similar places.
Currently, these areas are facing increased levels of gentrification in which the instability of residents, who were already displaced, is pushing them out of their new communities. This pattern of cyclical displacement is not, unfortunately, unique.
As the world witnesses a climate crisis, more communities are being similarly displaced. These climate change refugees must move to wherever is available due to the forces of nature, similar to the residents of Vanport. As this continues to occur, it's important to ask what narratives are being constructed around these communities. Who is receiving attention, praise or blame? How are the communities being represented? Perhaps most importantly, how do these representations influence our understanding of these communities and, thus, the treatment they receive? Such questions are worth considering in the future assessment of those narratives.
